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PIECEWISE QUASICOI\FORMAI MAPS ARE

QUASICOI\FORMAI,

;ussI vÄtsÄlÄ

l. Introil,ucti,on. We use the notation and terminology of [7], except
that we always assume that a quasiconformal map is sense-preserving.
We also extend the concept of a quasiconformal map for arbitrary sets in
the z-space -8". Suppose that A c R" and that f : A -+.8" is a map. If -r4.

is open, we say that / is quasiconformal if /lD is quasiconformal for every
component D of A. X'urthermore, the outer and inner dilatations of / are

defined by the well-knolwr formulae

Ks(f):ur:#p 'ffi, K,(f): 
"*:.:op m,

or equivalently,

Ko$): 
";p 

KofflD), K'(f): 
Tp 

Kr(flD),

where the suprema are taken over all components D of A. If .24 is not
open, we say that / is quasiconformal if it has a quasiconformal extension
g : G --> l?" to some open neighborhood G of A, and we set

Ko$) : 
\f 

Ko@l , K,(f) : inf R,(s)

over all such extensions g.

The purpose of this paper is t'o prove the following result:

2. Theorem. Supgtose thnt f :G--->G' is & sense-preserui'ng

lwrneomorythism, where G q,nil G' are ilomni,ns in R'. Buppose al,so tltat
G : U{EnlkeN\ such tlmt Ko$lUh) < K for all k. Then f is gtasi'con'

formnl, anil, Ko$l < K. Si,mi,larly, i,f Kr(IlEn'l < K for all lc, then

K,(f) < K'

3, Rem,arlcs. A weaker result has been proved by Rickman [3, Theorem
I]. These results can be applied to extension problems. X'or example,
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Iet' f : G -+ G be a quasiconformal map which extends to a homeomorphism

f*,G ->G such that /*(r) : r for all boundary points r of G. Then we
can extend f to a quasiconformal map g : R* --> R* by setting S@) : u
for tfG. X'urthermore, g and. / have the same dilatations. The standard
removability argument [7, 35.1, p. 1I8] applies only if dG is of o-finite
(ro-l)-measure. X'or another application, see [5, p. 8].

The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a modified version of the analytic
definition of quasiconformality.

4. Defi,niti,ons. Suppose t}r;at G is an open set in -8" and that f : G --> R
is a map. We say ihat, f is NL if / satisfies the condition (N) on almost
every line Z, parallel to the coordinate axes. fn other word.s, if E c L n G
and if .E is of linear mea,sure zero, then also fE is of linear measure zero.
The artifi,ci,al il,eriaati,ae of f at a point r at G is the linear map f "(r) 

: R' --> R
defined as follows: If the partial derivative örf,(r) exists, then
e, 'f '"(r)e, : dJ.i@). Otherwise ei 'f'"(r)et: 0. If / is differentiable at r,
then f'"(r) is equal to the ordinary derivative f'(r) of f. The upper aolume
ileri,aatiue of / at r is defined by

Iti@):lim-souPffi

5. Theorem.
such that
(1)

(2)

Let f ,G+G' be a sense-preseraing homeomorphism

f it NL,

lf L@)l- a Kpi@ a.e.

Ithen f i,s quasi,conformal, and, Koff) < K.
Proof. We first show that/is ACL. X'ix i and j in {1, . .. ,n}.Let P be

the set of all r in G such tkat örf,(r) exists, and let L be a line parallel to
the rr-axis such that (i) fi satisfies the condition (N) on r, (ii) ,ni is locally
integrable on Z n G. Since ini is locally integrable in G 17, 24.2.3, p. 841,

almost every line has these properties. It suffices to show that /, is locally
absolutely continuous on -t n G. Let.I be a closed line segment on L n G.
Then

J lö,f,1" d,m, < I lfl@)1" ilmr(r) < K I aidm, < oo .
PAI I I

Thus lönf il", and hence also örft, is integrable over P nI. By Bary's
theorem [4, p. 285], /,. is absolutely continuous on -I. Thus / is ACL.

Since l/'(c)l* < Kpi@l a.e., f is ACL". As an ACl"-homeomorphism,
/ is differentiable a.e. [6, Lemma 3]. Thus pi@) : J(r, f) a.e. Hence (2)
implies Ko$) < K.
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6. Proof of Theorem 2. Assume first that KofflUo) { K for all ft.

Let e ) 0. X'or every lc e -l[ choose an extension go of flUo to a neighbor-

hood De of Eu so that Ko(go) <K + e. Replacing Do by EenDo we

ma,y a,ssume that each Eo is a Borel set. We shall show that the conditions

of Theorem 5 are satisfied.
If every gu satisfies the condition (N) on a line L, t'hen / also satisfies

the same condition, becausefor every E cL,fE : U{go@ nEo)l & eff}.
Thus/ is NL.

We let Bo denote the set of all * in .Eo such that (i) r is a point of density

of Ep, (ii) r is a point of linear density of Eern the direction of every co-

ordinate axis, (iii) go@) is a point of density of goUo: fUn, (iv) gr is

differentiable at, n. Then na(,Oe\ Bn) : 0. For (i), (ii), and (iii) this follows
from standard density theorems and from the fact flnat g': satisfies the
condition (N). For (iv) this follows from the quasiconformality of gp. Set-

titg A: U{Eh\B.olk eN} we have rn(A):0' We shall show that

lfl@)|" < Ktpi@) for every r in G \,4 and for Kt: n"(K + e).

Let r eG\14. Then r eZo\ A cBo forsome k.If önf,@) exists,then
(ii) and (iv) imply dnfl@): dt@o)/r). Thus 1d,fi@)l<lsi,@)1. Hence

lf'"(r)l < nlg;@)|, which yietds lf ',@)l- I KrJ(r, g). Consequently, it
suffices to show that J(r, gh) < p;(n). Using the standard notation (see e'g.

[7, p. 7S]) we set_gr : f(r) : gn@), L : L(r, 9a, r),1 : l(r, gn, r), whete r
is so small lhal B(r, r) c Do. Then

m(Qa(B(r,r) \ E))
J(r, gu) : u!u@) < tti@) + lim sup nx(B(n,r))

Here

rn(B"(g,L) \ goEu)
rn(gh(B(r,r) \ Zu)) rn(B(y,L))

By (iii), the first factor on the right tends to zero &s r -> 0. The second

factor remains bounded by quasiconformality. Since the third factor is
asymptotically equal to J(r,go)m(B*(r,r)), we obtain J(*,go) < ai@).BY
Theorem 5, / is quasiconformal wit'h Ko$) 3 {t.

Let r beapoint in G\.4 a twhich / is differentiable. Then z eBo for
some /c, and (iv) together with (i) or (ii) implies f'(r) : gi(r). Thus

lf'@)|" - lg'o@)l* < (K+e)J(r,go) : (K1e)J(r,f). Since this holds a.e.

n G, Ko(f) < K*e. Since e is arbitrary, Koff) < K.
X'inally assume that KÅfl Eh) < K for all fr. Since Ko 3 K?-1, it

follows from the first part of the theorem bhat f is quasiconformal. Repeat-
ing the above argument with Ko replaced. by Kr we obtain

J(*,f) < 6+öt(f'(n))" a.e. Hence K,(f) < K.

/L\"
(Z/ rn(shB(*,r))
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7. Qunsi,regular mnps. The above result can easily be extended to
quasiregular maps. X'or the definition and the basic properties of these
maps we refer to []. If ,4 is any set in -B', we say that a map,f : A --> R is
quasiregular if it has a quasiregular extension to some neighborhood of 24.

Then a slight modffication of the above proof yields:

8. Theorem. Suppose tlmt f :G-->R' is & sense-preserui,ng ili,screte

openmf,/p of a ilomnön G cR. Sugtpose also thnt G : U{EallceM) such
tlmt KofflEh) < K for all k. Then f i,s quasi,rqular and, Ko$) 1K. Similarly,
if KIIIE) 1K for all lc, then K,(f) < K.

9. Open questions. l. Is Theorem 8 true for all (continuous) maps, with-
out any condition on discreteness or openness? A positive answer would
give as e very special case a theorem of Radd [2]: If f :G -+,82 is con-
tinuous and if/is anal;4ic in G\/-1(0), then/is analytic.

2. Suppose that / : G --> R is sense-preserving, discrete, and open,
and suppose that / is locally K-quasiconformal outside the branch set Br.
Is / K-quasiregular? The answer is known to be affirmative if B, is of
o-finite (z- l)-measure. We remark that Theorem 8 can be sometimes used
if we know something about /lBr. X'or example, if f(r) : r for all r in
Br, then / is K-quasiregular.
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